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Unboxing Android USB: A hands on approach with real world examplesApress, 2014

	If you are a multimedia developer on Android platform you need USB for media transfer or playback audio. This book explores MTP and USB Audio in both USB device and USB host mode.

	

	If you are an core developer who work on charging you need to understand USB charging specification which is explained in the book,

	
...
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Beginning Photo Retouching and Restoration Using GIMPApress, 2014

	Beginning Photo Retouching & Restoration Using GIMP teaches the reader how to achieve professional results using this high end image editor. You'll learn how to do everything from making dull images "pop" to resurrecting badly damaged photographs deemed beyond any hope of rescue. There's no need to shell out...
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Field Guide to Hadoop: An Introduction to Hadoop, Its Ecosystem, and Aligned TechnologiesO'Reilly, 2015

	
		If your organization is about to enter the world of big data, you not only need to decide whether Apache Hadoop is the right platform to use, but also which of its many components are best suited to your task. This field guide makes the exercise manageable by breaking down the Hadoop ecosystem into short, digestible sections....
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Oracle SOA Suite 11g Developer's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Over 65 high-level recipes for extending your Oracle SOA applications and enhancing your skills with expert tips and tricks for developers


	Overview

	
		Extend and enhance the tricks in your Oracle SOA Suite developer arsenal with expert tips and best practices.
	
		Get to grips with Java...
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Apache Solr PHP IntegrationPackt Publishing, 2013

	For PHP developers who need to integrate a search facility into their applications, this guide is your passport to success. It takes you step by step through the great features of Apache Solr and how to implement them.


	Overview

	
		Understand the tools that can be used to communicate between PHP and Solr, and...
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Moodle 3 Administration - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to plan, install, optimize, customize, and configure Moodle
	
		Guarantee a cutting-edge learning experience in a secure and customizable environment while optimizing your day-to-day workload
	
		A one-stop guide with a problem-solution approach and a wide range of real-world...
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Arduino: A Quick-Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	Arduino is an open-source platform that makes DIY electronics projects easier than ever. Gone are the days when you had to learn electronics theory and arcane programming languages before you could even get an LED to blink. Now, with this new edition of the bestsellingArduino: A Quick-Start Guide, readers with no electronics experience...
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Learning Android Application TestingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Improve your Android applications through intensive testing and debugging


	About This Book

	
		Focus on Android instrumentation testing to ensure full application coverage
	
		Apply testing techniques and utilize tools to improve Android application development
	
		Build intensively...
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Pro Python Best Practices: Debugging, Testing and MaintenanceApress, 2017

	
		Learn software engineering and coding best practices to write Python code right and error free. In this book you’ll see how to properly debug, organize, test, and maintain your code, all of which leads to better, more efficient coding.

	
		Software engineering is difficult. Programs of any substantial length are...
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Co-evolution of Intelligent Socio-technical Systems: Modelling and Applications in Large Scale Emergency and Transport Domains (Understanding Complex Systems)Springer, 2013

	As the interconnectivity between humans through technical devices is becoming ubiquitous, the next step is already in the making: ambient intelligence, i.e. smart (technical) environments, which will eventually play the same active role in communication as the human players, leading to a co-evolution in all domains where real-time...
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The SparkFun Guide to Processing: Create Interactive Art with CodeNo Starch Press, 2015

	Processing is a free, beginner-friendly programming language designed to help non-programmers create interactive art with code.

	

	The SparkFun Guide to Processing, the first in the SparkFun Electronics series, will show you how to craft digital artwork and even combine that artwork with hardware so that it reacts to the...
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Learn Adobe Illustrator CC for Graphic Design and Illustration: Adobe Certified Associate Exam Preparation (Adobe Certified Associate (ACA))Adobe Press, 2016

	This study guide uses text integrated with video to help you gain real-world skills that will get you started in your career in graphics, design, or illustration, and lays the foundation for taking the Illustrator ACA exam. A mix of project-based lessons, practical videos, and regular assessments throughout prepares you...
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